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Welcome to

Welcome Transformer!
We are delighted to have you at our very first
Fintechlab Design Summit.
We have always been the ambassadors for openness
in the local financial sector - starting and driving
conversations about how to build ecosystems and develop fintech
innovations. Collaboration, knowledge-sharing and education are
key pillars of our mission.

Design-driven change in
financial services
The players of the financial sector are facing challenges
daily as the underlying technology is accelerating with
the speed of light. A key pillar of the winning strategy is
focusing on Customer Experience.
Companies can do this by incorporating customer and
market feedback into different layers of strategy through
the Design Thinking approach.
The Fintechlab Design Summit was created in the spirit
of opening up a platform for industry professionals where
they share and acquire hands-on design & digital product
development knowledge that they can successfully
incorporate into their daily work and processes.
We are focusing on the real-world applications through
an exciting mix of talks, case studies and workshops. We’d
like to spark conversation, inspire leaders, and educate
professionals, working in all areas of product development.

The time has come to change the conversation again.
As transformers ourselves, we started our journey on integrating
design thinking and human-centred design into our organization
and culture in MKB Financial Group a year ago. We are positive
that these are powerful tools to break down silos, bring in outside
knowledge and enhance our capabilities to enlighten our
customers.
We created this event to bring together people who believe in the
power of design thinking and design-driven transformation and
use these toolkits to change industries for the better.
In a world of increasing digitalization, we believe our future will
still be driven by human interactions and how humans interact
with technology, and we wanted to open up a platform to
learn and share. The Fintechlab Design Summit is a platform for
industry professionals where they share and acquire hands-on
design & digital product development knowledge that they can
successfully incorporate into their daily work and processes.
We want to work together with those who are in similar shoes
and share learnings, and this is the platform where like-minded
transformers can meet, get inspired and learn from each other.
I hope you have a day full of learnings and new friendships, and
you wake up tomorrow ready to change your organization.
Good Luck and Have Fun,
János Pereczes,
Managing Director,
MKB Fintechlab
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Ildikó Ginzer

János Pereczes

Deputy Chief Executive Officer

Managing Director

Ildikó Ginzer obtained her Masters degree in Economics and
in Corporate Finance and Teaching. At Raiffeisen Bank, she
was first engaged in structured and project finance, later held
executive positions in corporate problem loan treatment and
debt collection between 2004 and 2016. She was Head of the
Corporate Restructuring and Debt Management of Raiffeisen
Bank between 2012 and 2016. She was responsible for Strategy
and Group Development at Borealis AG in 2016.
Ms. Ginzer joined MKB Bank Zrt. at the end of 2016 as Chief Risk
Officer and since 2019 she has been the Deputy Chief Executive
Officer for Business.

Welcome speech

AM
9:00

Janos is the founding Managing Director of MKB Fintechlab - MKB
Bank’s innovation lab and fintech investor. Fintechlab’s mission is
to support and drive the digital transformation of MKB Bank by
introducing new methods, culture and talents into the organization.
He believes one of the key failing points of unsuccessful digital
transformation efforts is the lack of proper customer involvement
in business as usual, developments and strategic decision-making.
He is excited to be building up Fintechlab’s design competence and
bringing a focus on the customer into MKB.
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Karol Sadaj

Ákos Csertán

Country Manager, Poland

Design Strategist, Co-founder

Karol Sadaj joined Revolut in February 2018 and took the position
of country manager in Poland. He is responsible for launching
and building Polish market for Revolut from 30K to 730K
users. Karol is an experienced marketer with a unique profile combining expertise from the world’s largest consumer goods
corporations (PepsiCo, Philip Morris) with the innovation of global
giants in the field of new technology (Google, Uber). Passionate
about scaling businesses, defining marketing strategies, and
growth hacking.

How challenger banks are shaping the future of finance
Ten years after Lehman collapse we are still witnessing a major
disruption in financial services. Market landscape is shaped
by various trends such as mobile, cyber-security, millenials, VC
money, regulations and by new market entrants such as bigtechs
and fintechs. Revolut being in the center of this change, is a good
example to discuss how the future of personal finance could look
like.

AM
9:20

Ákos Csertán is a seasoned design leader, strategist, design
theory researcher, doer. He supports enterprises understand
genuine customer problems, envision cutting-edge products,
services and business models, build them, and continuously
deliver value both to businesses and people.

The forking paths of banking
How can bank keep their place in their customers’ lives in the
time of ubiquitous banking?
With traditional industry borders disappearing, and financial
services becoming ubiquitous, financial institutions are facing
new challenges - their services are becoming unbundled, and
rebundled around customer relationships and experiences. Banks
are facing a fork in the path: they either start innovating their
services around experiences instead, or they will become the
infrastructure providers. Both paths can make sense, but they
require drastically different mindsets, methods and structures.

AM
9:50

László Ágoston

Ferenc Muck

Co-Founder
& Business Design Consultant

Head Of Design

László Ágoston works for telco & banking corporations and
startups as an innovation seeking business design consultant
focusing on change management work. After working at Isobar,
Y&R Group and DDB, László co-founded meet| - a strategic
consultancy firm working on research, experience design and
transformation projects. Besides consulting, he and his team built
up a service design education program called LSD (Learn Service
Design). László is excited to meet design, cx and transformation
experts from the banking sector, and exchange deep learnings
and great discussions.

meet | MAYA in banking - design for the future,
but deliver it in a segmented way
We present the fresh results of a design research on segmented
fears & expectations of customers towards banking.

AM
10:20

Ferenc Muck is the co-founder of Family Finances as well as
a well-trained design enthusiast and expert helping financial
institutions to deliver the appropriate UX to their millennial
and Gen Z customers. He likes to get his hands dirty and create
state-of-the-art UIs thus satisfying younger generations’ needs.
Craftsmanship from a design perspective is truly important for Feri
and for Family Finances as well. He is excited to meet state-of-theart solutions and inspiring designs and people at today’s summit.

Flint - putting an ending to lengthy lending!
A UX/UI case study
We’ll explain, what sorts of UX challenges we’ve encountered
during the product development of our end-to-end, mobil-first
lending solutions, which enables banks provide credit not only
for already existing customers within 20 minutes:
• UX-focused - frictionless and streamlined process owing to
extended research
• End-to-end - seamless experience covering the whole
consumer loan application process
• Scoring engine – proprietary scoring engine as an applied
secret sauce to our solution
• GovTech -authenticating customers as well as prefilling data
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Henrik Hagedorn

Norbert Gaál

Strategic Designer

Head Of Design

Henrik is a Strategic Designer at N26, working at the intersection
of data and design: which goals do our users have? How do they
translate into our value proposition? How can we track not only
business success but also user value? At Design Summit, Henrik
will discuss how N26 benefits from behaviour data to drive
product decisions, and share the N26 framework for Experience
Metrics.

How Experience Metrics drive Design at N26
A repeatable process to define and track relevant user behaviour
How can we measure product success? Acquisition, conversion
or retention are indicators that naturally come to mind, but
they don’t really tell us much about User Experience. So what
could be other ways of looking at behaviour data to inform
product strategy? In my talk I’ll be sharing how N26 approaches
data and design, and the framework we developed to define
meaningful Experience Metrics.

PM
12:00

Norbi is a design leaders, mentor, and speaker, living in Budapest.
Currently working as Head of design @MKBFintechlab where
he leads an amazing design team. He is the founder of Cognitive
UXD which is an online publication about the connection
between UX and Cognitive Psychology. He is also the founder of
Hungary’s one of the biggest UI/UX community on Facebook. He
shares his thoughts about UX and Psychology on Medium.

Design Driven Banking - How design
thinking transforms a bank
Talk about the highs and lows of our journey during building up
the design competency at MKB Fintechlab.
Around a year ago we started to build up the design competency
at MKB Fintechlab. We believe that design thinking and humancentered design are able to build alliances and transform the
culture as well. Our strategy was threefold: - Support the bank
on the operative level with UI/UX/SD competencies - Build up the
principles on organization level which will be the fundamental of
a CX driven bank - Educate the people and change the mindset
with the help of design thinking. I will transparently talk about
the highs and lows of our journey.
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12:30

Nárai Csilla

Muka Péter Dániel

Senior Services Designer

Experience Designer

Csilla works with a wide range of clients to create digital products
or non-digital services that offer joyful moments for customers
and growth opportunities for businesses. She often leads research
to understand needs, co-creates product strategy and concept,
outlining key interactions of the solution. Her goal is to align all
participants of the innovation process on a common goal - that of
genuine innovation that stands the test of time.

Krisztina Szeróvay
Senior UX Designer

Kriszta is an experience designer, a UX mentor and content
creator. She has 2 courses on Udemy and more than 10.000
students. She is curious about how fintech and digital banking
products are disrupting traditional banking, and how this
disruption is impacting the way people think about handling
their finances. She is excited to share her design knowledge and
advice at Fintechlab Design Summit, and to get inspired by other
finance and banking professionals working in the industry.

Peter designs easy and fun to use products with a holistic
approach. He is in love with digital product design, branding and
print design. Lately he specialises in fin-tech and prop-tech (CRE).
Peter is currently an Experience Designer at MKB Fintechlab.

Mapping Techniques workshop
How to use customer journey mapping and other mapping
methods for designing financial products & services at an
enterprise scale
This workshop is for you if you want to understand the basics of
some widely used mapping methods, and why you should apply
these as part of the product development process.
The aim of this workshop is to show you the power and
effectiveness of these methods. As a result of this 90-minute
session, you’ll get a starting point for implementing these
methods inside your organization.
You’ll also learn how we fine-tuned these methods in order to
better fit the needs of our finance and banking projects at MKB
Fintechlab.
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13:00

Krisztina Szeróvay
Senior UX Designer

100 UX Knowledge Base Sketches
- for anyone interested in UX design
1-page summaries of design methods, interaction design and
cognitive psychology topics created by Krisztina.
https://uxknowledgebase.com/
UX Sketching Challenge - for anyone who wants to work on
visual thinking skills
Join Kriszta’s newsletter-based 100-day long UX-visual library
building challenge (I send 3 objects or concepts related to UX
each day for 100 days, the subscriber’s task is to create a sketched
icon for those ) — the result of completing the challenge is having
300 UX-related icons drawn by yourself & of course having your
sketching skills greatly improved is a nice side effect!
https://sketchingforux.com/
UX Sketching & Visual Thinking Community - for anyone
who wants to use sketching and visual thinking for product
development processes
You can also join Kriszta’s Facebook Group, where you can meet
like-minded professionals, share your sketches and resources, and
get inspired by stuff shared by the other 12.000 members.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/sketchingforux
Udemy courses by Krisztina Szerovay
Sketching for UX Designers: http://sketchingforux.com/deals
Development fundamentals for UX designers:
https://designerdeveloper.co/deals

Norbert Gaál
Head Of Design

Hungarian UI/UX Designers Community
Join one of the biggest designer community in Hungary created
by Norbert, where we discuss & share interesting design-related
topics on a daily basis.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/hungarianUIUXdesigners/
Cognitive UXD Newsletter
Cognitive UXD is a hand-selected publication about UX and
Cognitive Psychology. Subscribe if you want to receive carefully
chosen, relevant articles from the intersection of cognitive
psychology and UX design!
You can also check out all the previously sent issues here:
https://cognitiveuxd.com/
Hungarian UI/UX Designers Medium Publication
Articles about UX design & cognitive psychology (written in
Hungarian) by Norbert.
https://medium.com/hungarian-ui-ux-designers

Kun Judit

Enikő Nőthig-Hegedüs

Partner,
Strategic Design Lead

CEO

After 10 years of working in the creative agency world in
both Budapest and Amsterdam, her work being recognized
internationally for both its creativity and effectiveness, Judit
narrowed in on strategic design. A Hyper Island Digital Experience
Design Alumna, Judit co-founded BoldX, an innovation and strategic
design consultancy focused on work that’s uniquely creative
and human-centered, while also makes sound business sense.
She believes that a project’s success hinges on the human-factor,
meaning not just the end user, but the professionals who make
it happen (or not) - so it’s extremely important to take care of the
process as well as the content of a project. She’s also a big believer
in the school of ‘know your shit’ and the power of ice cream.

Solution Mapping
Showing you the power - both in theory and in practice - of
taking off your rose-tinted glasses a the beginning of a new
project, and imagining everything that could go wrong.

PM
13:00

A creative and seasoned design thinker and innovation strategist.
Studied innovation and human-centered design in New York City:
MBA courses at Columbia Business School with a special focus on
customer-centric innovation, UX and entrepreneurship, and various
schools such as the Columbia Design Studio or General Assembly.
Gained first-hand experience from New York’s top innovation firms.
Prior to that, spent 4 years in management consulting in the telco
and tech industries, focusing on change management of large
transformations. Co-founder of two startups in New York City.
Currently, she is co-founder and CEO at edUcate who are driving the
largest agile transformations in the region: focusing on culture change,
innovation capability building and creating great products.
Her expertise is innovation strategy and corporate entrepreneurship:
running design thinking, agile and lean startup trainings and design
sprints in co-creation, striving to discover the voice of the customer and
critical business drivers to develop and implement outstanding and
effective innovation strategies.

Design thinking for corporates?!
How Design Thinking and Agile transform the way product strategy is
made and implemented.

Design thinking could have an immense value for new product
strategy, however, when applying it in a corporate setting, there are
certain limitations to overcome: expecting clear results, linear processes,
management presumptions, legacies ... In this talk, Enikő will share some
of their experiences of building new products and services at corporations
injecting this innovative approach, and some good practices on mindset
and tricks that can come in handy at any large corporation.

PM
13:00

Balázs Tárkány-Kovács
UX Lead

As a UX research and design specialist for the last 15 years,
Balázs has worked with a multitude of clients across numerous
sectors and has seen what continuously trips clients up: mixing
opinions with observations. He helps clients get the user testing
they need to deliver the results they want. His focus has been
on the financial services sector for the past few years - an arena
where details matter and time is scarce. At this event, he hopes to
highlight how companies can better understand the challenges
they face and leverage user testing to overcome those challenges
and thrive.

Zsófia Rét
Services Design Consultant,
Co-founder

Zsófia has been an explorer since forever. She’s explored
everywhere and never stopped asking why. Watching the reality
and interacting with people led her to research, communication
and coaching expertise. Listening to people, mentoring innovative
projects and understanding business made her a conscious
designer. She is not interested in the perfect solution, but the
needed one. She is excited to meet everyone who is interested in
designing experiences.

User Testing Black Belt

László Ágoston

How to improve your user tests today.

Business Design Consultant,
Co-founder

What secret ingredients make a user test successful? How can
you build the right testing structure? What questions are a waste
of time? How do you properly interpret raw results? How can
you incorporate conclusions into your design flow? What do your
clients need to know about user tests?

PM
13:30

László Ágoston works for telco & banking corporations and
startups as an innovation seeking business design consultant
focusing on change management work. After working at Isobar,
Y&R Group and DDB, László co-founded meet| - a strategic
consultancy firm working on research, experience design and
transformation projects. Besides consulting, he and his team built
up a service design education program called LSD (Learn Service
Design). László is excited to meet design, cx and transformation
experts from the banking sector, and exchange deep learnings
and great discussions.

How to design workshops?

PM
14:50

Marek Gorski

Veronika Gergely

Product Manager

Plain Language Expert,
Founder

Marek is a Product Manager at Transferwise with experience across
Gaming, Media, Education, Logistics and Finance. He has spent
most of his working life in Sydney, Australia and recently moved
back to Europe. He has experience improving Customer Experience
across mobile, web and console based products.

Why your Ops Tooling Impacts your Customers
Find out the key concepts to consider when designing and
building tooling for your Ops team to better support your
Customers.

Vera has worked in different fields and environments, from
NGOs through multinational companies to startups. In 2014 she
embarked on the ambitious task of introducing plain language
in Hungary. Since then, she has worked as a freelancer, offering
plain language editing, training, coaching and consulting. Her
clients are mostly banks, insurance and utility companies. Vera is
the Board Member of Plain Language Association International.
She also wrote a comprehensive guide on how to write clearly in
Hungarian.

Words matter
How to write clearly for your users.

PM
14:00

When designing an experience, people often concentrate on the
visuals: which control to use, how it should look like, etc. However,
apps or website don’t work without words. Text is an integral
part of the design, and should be treated as such. During the
workshop we’ll cover basic principles of writing for your users
through analyzing good and bad examples.

PM
14:50

Márk Hetényi

Júlia Füredi dr.

Board Member

Founder

Márk Hetényi is a digital banking expert who decided to try
building from the outside in, rather than from the inside out as an answer to overcoming the cultural barrier. He has had
plenty of international and national corporate experience to
build up a history of change management and leadership in
multiple cultures, including PwC and Flex in the United States
and Hungary. The focus on AI, ML, IT and data science is a long
running passion for him, which now coincides with the times, as
everything is revolving around these themes.

dr. Füredi Júlia is a professional rebel, organisational culture
fanatic with close to 3 decades working in top HR positions at
major players in the financial sector. From setting up greenfield
operations, to doing carve-outs, mergers, expansion, downsizing
- she has done it all. After being the driving force behind all of
these changes, she has joined the ‘dark side’ as an entrepreneur,
doing what she loves best: putting innovative technology behind
organisational transformation.

Inside-Out, Outside-In ... or Upside Down?

Rocking the corporate culture

In topsy turvy time of banking, do we really believe that the
age old trust model is convertible to the new era, or will banking
culture be too late to respond?

What rocks your world within the company

Recent times have come to show that banking is taking steps, but
it is also loosing out to BigTech’s, to newcomers, to FinTechs and to
it’s own culture. The banker’s mantra is that if the playing field were
level - everyone had to face the same regulations, everyone had to
share data and infrastructure the same way, etc. then the playing
field would be more level. There is a less well defined hope that
banks will be able to transfer the trust they have built (and there is
some question as to whether this still holds, this trust), and become
the trustworthy content-management-as-a-service stewards of the
future. All this is well and good, but the customer may not in the end
care or tune into these high level mantras - all they want is a well
designed lifestyle experience. My exploration is to these topics and
whether banks are going to win or whether they are already too late.

PM
14:50

Introducing the value of measuring the transformational
qualities of an organisational culture. Discussing its paramount
importance in strategic business decision making, its facilitating
and hindering effects through real-life examples. We will see
the many forms it can take and the multitude of questions it
can raise. I show why it is often dismissed and the devastating
consequences this oversight can have on hard core results.

PM
15:10

Fábián Gergely

Stefan Erschwedner

CEO

Managing Partner

Gergely Fábián is an Executive Director at the Central Bank of
Hungary since September 2017 responsible for the health of the
financial system. He is also the CEO of Budapest Institute of
Banking (BIB) since August 2017, where his mission is to promote
and provide education that helps for employees to upgrade
their skills and knowledge in this VUCA environment. Prior to his
current position, from 2015, he was the head of the Directorate
Financial System Analysis and from October 2012, he led within
the Bank the financial stability analyst team, where he started
working in 2009 after graduating at Maastricht University.

Design thinking meets Edutainment
Education in the form of edutainment is the key to succeed in this
digital world.

PM
15:30

Learn more about
BIB and the courses

Stefan is Managing Partner at LHBS Consulting, a strategy
& innovation firm. Stefan and his team work with legacy
organizations to help them create new value in the digital age.
Stefan has a strong background in the financial industry from
working with Bank Cler on developing the first mobile only back
in Switzerland and COMECO (Sparda Banken) building a beyond
banking ecosystem in Germany. Furthermore Stefan is Managing
Partner at LHBS Ventures, a venture and growth capital firm that
specializes in B2B marketing service investments.

How legacy organizations can improve
their innovation hit rate

Legacy organizations have a common pattern of mistakes when
it comes to innovation. Stefan will highlight does patterns and
ways to improve innovation efforts at legacy organizations.
Stefan will highlight to most common mistakes that legacy
organizations make when it comes to innovation. Stefan will
highlight we startups and small ventures are often in a much
better position to succeed with innovations. The main take ways
will be what legacy organizations can learn from startups or
directly working together with startups. Stefan will reference
some client work from LHBS to illustrate how Bank Cler and
Sparda Banken benefited from this approach.

PM
15:50

Máté Eizenberger
Team & Project Manager

Máté Eizenberger is an experienced Product Manager with a
history of working in the financial services industry. He currently
works as a Project Manager at Ergománia, optimising project
and client relations, and managing the UX designer team. He is
an enthusiast in playing, certified facilitator of LEGO® Serious
Play®.

Design thinking meets Edutainment
Lego for business goals? Let’s build together!
LEGO® Serious Play® is a facilitated thinking, communication and
problem solving technique for organisations, teams and individuals.
This workshop will give you a taste of how to use this alternative
method to discover business problems, observe typical misconception
and reach a common understanding within a few hours of building
lego.

PM
16:00

Kata Imre
Head of Communication

Kata Imre is currently responsible for communication and
partners at CHERRISK, but her 2.5 year-long journey included
everything from process to UI design with a lot of marketing
and sales work along the way. Her expertise lies in creating
something from nothing, which she did at Prezi where she
established the sales operations in Budapest and in other
positions prior to that. She is looking forward to sharing
experiences from her professional life with others in the hope of
developing better solutions for existing problems.

Design isn’t timeless, it’s endless
Designing solutions is a never ending story that should be so
much more than a designer’s dream.
We often think about user interface, and experience as something
that designers come up with. But UI/UX has so much more to it
than just “drawing” up things, and let them be. At CHERRISK for
example, many parties are part of this creative process, and they
all influence each other there and back. Not only our core team
works on our platform, but our customers are an active part of it
too. No wonder we never really stopped designing CHERRISK.

PM
16:20

Barnabás Horváth
Content

Barnabás Horváth is a content creator and digital storyteller
with a strong focus on tech & financials. At CHERRISK, he is
responsible for copywriting, and helping the design team and
Emma (CHERRISK’s digital assistant) to find their voice. He has
been in the industry for more than a decade, and after being a
journalist for several years, has worked with some of the biggest
Hungarian and international brands to help them tell their stories.
He is here today to share his insights on the copywriting aspect of
the design process.

Bela Beránková
Head of User Research

Běla is NNG certified UX Researcher with marketing background.
She enjoys building and for the past 3 years co-leading the UX
team in MONETA Money Bank. She is happy when planning and
conducting qualitative research and even happier when training
and engaging teams in usability testing and other HCD methods.

Jan Trosten Valder
Head of UX Design

Honza is NNG certified UX manager, leading people and teams
to design better digital products and services. Focused on agile,
enterprise-level, fin-tech omni-channel solutions, he also loves
to design himself - asking questions, uncovering people’s needs,
facilitating design discussions, utilizing rapid visualization,
usability testing and feedback handling. Always ensuring
balance between desirability, feasibility and viability.

Enterprise UX: Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger
Hands-on, banking, agile, digitally transforming, team building
leadership experience. Users included.
We want to share with you our hands-on experience in building
first ever UX team in one of the largest Czech banks. We’ve
gone through agile transformation. We had ourselves digitally
transformed. We have do’s and don’ts to help you build and
sustain your UX team, establish your leadership through top
management and deliver stunning user experience. There will be
some user needs included, though.

PM
16:50

Address

Partners

Budapest,
Király utca 26, 1061
HubHub Budapest aims to be the latest
hotspot in this contemporary cultural
centre in the heart of Pest – the ideal
place to work, educate yourself, or
just hang out with a vibrant talented
community.
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